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The Geopolitics of Gas and Oil Cartels and the Changing Middle East

Abstract

We analyze the likelihood of different coalitions emerging in energy markets in light of two new transformational events: the Arab Spring and the rise of shale gas in the United States. Our analysis considers both economic and political payouts resulting from possible changes in foreign policy alignments of three major petro-powers: Saudi Arabia, Russia, and Qatar. In specific, we consider the recent democratization movement in the Middle East. We find that Qatar’s long term geopolitical interests are unlikely to change even in light of turmoil across the Middle East and therefore we argue that Qatar will remain cool to the idea of a natural gas cartel with Russia, making it difficult for an effective global gas cartel to form. However, depending on circumstances of emerging regional trends in the Arab Spring and escalating Iranian-Saudi conflicts, Saudi Arabia might eventually reevaluate the geopolitical payouts of new oil coalitions involving Russia. Such a shift would create new challenges for United States both economically and geopolitically. We analyze what a shift in coalitions in energy markets would mean for US national security and discuss how US policies towards Russia and Saudi Arabia and the Arab Spring more generally may tip the balance. We conclude that the US should a, b, and c….to ensure x, y, z.

Introduction
Throughout the modern period, resource producers have sought to form coalitions in order to enhance their economic power. One of the most successful coalitions is the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), which rose to global influence in the 1970s amid international shortages of oil. In the last five years, one of the most striking developments in the global energy landscape has been the dramatic rise in the prospects for natural gas as a global fuel. In recent years, natural gas demand has been on the rise relative to oil and the likelihood that natural gas will play a major strategic role in the world economy is growing. The new gusto for natural gas results from its growing availability, as rising supplies from shale become available in North America and new giant conventional finds emerge in Africa and Latin America.1 Russia, one of the world’s largest natural gas reserve holders, was quick to respond to this growth in global natural gas demand by building new pipelines, as well as lobbying for a gas cartel to counterbalance the competitive market influence resulting from rising shale gas supplies. Simultaneously, as it focused on the geopolitical leverage it could achieve as a petro-exporter, Russia expressed interest in joining OPEC formally.2 If Russia were able to form either a gas or oil coalition with other important exporters from the Middle East, it would significantly change the way that the energy markets operate and, consequently, influence the geopolitics of energy and international relations more generally.

---

2. See Jareer Ellass and Amy Myers Jaffe, “The History and Politics of Russia’s Relations with OPEC,” (working paper, James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy, Rice University, Houston, TX, May 2009).
In this study, we investigate three related questions raised by the above observations. First, what is the likelihood that Russia will be successful in creating new coalitions in energy markets in the near future? Russia’s aggressive use of its own energy exports as a tool of statecraft and diplomatic leverage in recent years has reintroduced fears of an “energy weapon” that could be wielded in international discourse. It has been argued that tightening energy markets could raise the benefits and possible chances of success for an energy exporting country that, alone or in combination with others, is trying to wrest political concessions by threatening to cut off energy supplies. Such an event would present a challenge for the international economy, and it could even lead to military conflict.3 Second, even if new coalitions involving Russia are not imminent, in light of the recent political developments in the Middle East, how would the likelihood of the coalitions change as a result of the evolving relationship between the United States and the major resource producers in the region?

Historically, the United States’ close security relations with two major energy suppliers in the Mideast—Saudi Arabia (the world's largest oil exporter) and Qatar (the world’s largest liquefied natural gas exporter)—have limited Russia’s ability to achieve resource rent-seeking alliances in the Middle East. The United States maintains substantial military power in the Gulf to “defer

---

3. See “resource wars” literature by Michael Klare and Nader Elhefnawy. The concept, first introduced by Michael Klare, theorizes that diminishing supplies of vital materials will raise the risk of conflict across the globe and “introduce new stresses into the international system.” Michael Klare, Resource Wars (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2001). Klare also notes: “No highly industrialized society can survive at present without substantial supplies of oil, and so any significant threat to the continued availability of this resource will prove a cause of crisis, and, in extreme cases, provoke the use of military force.” Elhefnawy takes the argument a step further, asserting that since the U.S. economy is the most oil dependent among world powers, “the United States could ultimately lose its position as a world power ... just as the U.K.’s position declined along with the age of coal and steam that it (the U.K.) pioneered.” See Nader Elhefnawy, “The Impending Oil Shock,” Survival 50, no. 2 (June 2008).
conflicts and protect energy assets” from “coercive leverage” or to prevent a disruption of oil flows too large to permit a quick and low-cost market adjustment.4

In recent years, Russia has tried to tap its large energy resource endowments to reassert its place as a global superpower.5 However, such efforts have not been well received by important members of OPEC, including in particular US allies Saudi Arabia and Qatar. The public discussion of Russia joining OPEC has made little progress.6 Similarly, Russia’s initial efforts to create a gas cartel have been unsuccessful. In 2009, Russian gas industry leader Alexander Medvedev suggested that a gas troika of Iran, Qatar, and Russia consider joint “projects that could be implemented by the three countries in gas production and transportation.”7 Addressing a December 23, 2008, gathering of the Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF), a loose grouping of natural gas producers, Prime Minister Vladimir Putin hinted that a gas producer group might be rent-seeking. Because the cost of extracting gas was rising sharply, Putin contended that “the era of cheap energy resources, of cheap gas, is of course coming to an end.”8

Still, while Russia has, at the highest levels, approached the leadership of its biggest liquefied natural gas (LNG) or pipeline gas competitors in Iran, Libya, Algeria, and Qatar, so far it has failed to create convincing partnerships that could serve as the basis for cartelization.

---

6. Stanley Reed, “Russia Weighs In At OPEC Meeting,” Business Week, September 9, 2008. Also, see Jareer Elass and Amy Myers Jaffe, “The History and Politics of Russians Relations with OPEC” (working paper, James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy, Rice University, Houston, TX).
Despite the apparent failure of new coalitions to emerge in the energy market, there has been continuing speculation about the prospect of a gas cartel in the imminent future. Some analysts have weighed in on the question, and their answers tend to be negative. The reasons proposed range from a collective action problem that prevents members of the GECF to reach an agreement, a fragmented gas market structure, and an imbalance of surplus supply potential versus demand that is likely to prevent a cartel of producers from gaining sufficient monopoly power in the market. What is noticeably missing in the existing literature is an analysis of whether the geopolitical interests of key players are lined up in such a way that makes new coalitions desirable. In other words, the existing studies have not taken into account how the foreign policy interests of the major gas and oil producers interact with their economic interests in making higher profits. In addition, the possibility of a new gas cartel has been discussed solely from the perspective of the gas market. However, oil and natural gas serve as substitutes in many economic sectors and, moreover, Russia is a major producer in both markets. Thus, its strategies on oil and gas are likely to be interconnected. Falling natural gas prices relative to oil make interconnectedness a more compelling consideration by major producers. We address these issues in this study.

Using a game-theoretic approach, we focus on the choices faced by three major resource producers in the world: Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar. The activities of these producers
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generate much of the dynamics in energy markets. Russia is a key player in both oil and gas markets, while Saudi Arabia is primarily an oil producer and the price-setter for international oil prices. Qatar, primarily a gas producer, is the largest supplier of globally traded LNG and has recently gained a price-setting role in natural gas markets as LNG trade has rapidly expanded. While Russia is currently free-riding on high oil prices set by OPEC, Russia was also clearly hurt by oil price wars waged by Saudi Arabia in the mid-1980s. Additionally, competition from Qatar in the gas market has significantly cut into Russia’s economic interests in the past two years and is actively lessening Moscow’s geopolitical influence. Consequently, there has been speculation about how Russia might respond to the threat that both Saudi Arabia and Qatar could further weaken its global position through future oil and gas price wars. Will Russia be able to form coalitions with these two key players in order to avoid price wars? Alternatively, will its stronger, semi-privatized oil industry of today better position Russia to withstand and even win a potential price war? We touch on these issues as we address broader questions of the interplay between the two markets and their likely long-term developments in response to changing regional and global political environments.

The strategic nature of the relationships makes game theory an appropriate analytic tool for our study. In addition to economic returns, the payoffs to the corresponding countries involve significant geopolitical components, which are inherently interdependent. Therefore, identifying the geopolitical interests of the respective countries and analyzing their importance relative to

12. We do not consider Iran as a player in our model because even though it is the third largest reserve holder of natural gas, longstanding international economic sanctions against the country have prevented Iran from developing export capacity. At this juncture, given market competition and political risk, it could take Iran as long as 15 to 20 years before it could become a major player in the global gas scene. See Kenneth B. Medlock III, Amy Myers Jaffe, and Peter R. Hartley, “Shale Gas and U.S. National Security” (working paper, James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy, Rice University, Houston, TX, July 2011). We consider Iran only in its capacity to destabilize the other main players Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Russia.
their economic interests are central to our analysis. Moreover, as the markets for oil and natural gas are interconnected, we adopt a cooperative game-theoretic framework in order to analyze potential coalition formations in the two markets simultaneously. As we mentioned earlier, oil and natural gas can serve as substitutes in some cases, most directly through the use of fuel-switching equipment or, in other cases, through the investment of technologies to permanently change equipment to burn one fuel versus the other. Over the past two decades, natural gas has made strong gains as a substitute for oil as a fuel for electricity generation and industrial activity, as a feedstock for the manufacturing of petrochemicals, and in residential heating. This substitutability of natural gas for oil is expected to grow in the coming years, as new conversion technologies allow natural gas to enter the transportation sector more easily through an increase in the number of gas-to-liquids processing plants, compressed natural gas car engines, and indirectly through electric cars.

One of the central findings of our analysis is that geopolitical considerations can be dominant and may determine a very different outcome from that prescribed solely by economic considerations. Specifically, our analysis shows that one explanation for Russia’s failure to strike new energy coalitions is the ongoing oil-for-security relationship that Saudi Arabia and Qatar have maintained with the United States. Importantly, our analysis also sheds light on how the status quo may change in response to new political developments in the Middle East. We argue that the uprisings and democratization movements in the Middle East may compel Saudi Arabia to pay more attention to its domestic needs and, thus, elevate the importance of economic

13. Kissinger noted: “[G]ame theory’s major contribution was the payoff matrix, in that it made people realize that their adversaries were looking at the conflict in a similar way as they were.” In “On the State of Art in Game Theory: An Interview with Robert Aumann, Eric Van Damme, Interviewer,” Games and Economic Behavior 24 (1998): 181-210.
payoffs from its oil resources above geopolitical payoffs from a special Saudi-U.S. relationship. We discuss whether the consequence of this change could be a Saudi-Russia coalition in the oil market. Saudi Arabia’s incentive to form such a coalition could become stronger if Russia were to show a proclivity and ability to help contain Iranian nuclear ambitions in a manner that is either more effective than US efforts or less costly to Saudi internal stability. On the other hand, our analysis suggests that the possibility of a gas cartel between Russia and Qatar is less likely. This is because there is an oversupply of gas in the world due to fringe supplies from the United States, Canada, Australia, etc. As a result, it is difficult to raise the gas price significantly.  

Also, Russia will have an incentive to use the cartel to advance its overall interest, while Qatar will be constrained on the gas market and weakened geopolitically by losing its special relationship with the United States and Europe. As we mentioned, this relationship derives, in part, from its important role as an alternative supplier of natural gas in competition with Russia.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: In the next section we present our assumptions about the key players’ preferences regarding their foreign policy goals. We then identify the most plausible coalitions and discuss whether these coalitions are likely to materialize under the current environment. Our analysis suggests that the answer to this question is negative. We

---


15. Indeed, Russia’s past behavior toward its smaller neighbors and trading partners demonstrates little reluctance to use bullying tactics to gain uneven economic advantages. Since the 1990s breakup of the former Soviet Union, Russia has used its control of regional pipelines to trap Caspian natural gas supplies and to capture the rents from these resources for its own benefit. For example, until Turkmenistan recently forged new pipeline connections to China, Moscow’s pipeline trading monopoly from the region effectively locked in cheap Turkmen gas imports for its own economy at depressed prices of $150 per thousand cubic meters. At the same time, Russia exported its own gas at twice the profit to high-paying Western European customers. We conclude that Qatar would be reluctant to form a coalition with Russia, as history suggests that Russia would use such an alliance to advance its own economic interests at Qatar’s expense.

16. For details of the game theoretic model used to derive these outcomes, see authors’ working paper at www.bakerinstitute.org/
then investigate whether new coalitions are more likely to emerge due to the uprisings and democratization movements in the Middle East and the potential decline of U.S. influence in the region. We conclude with a discussion of implications for US national security and foreign policy strategies. In particular, we discuss whether the US would benefit from energy price wars that could emerge from a change in the status quo and what the US should be doing to prevent a reshaping of energy coalitions in the oil market. We integrate into this discussion the current conflict with Iran over its nuclear aspirations and how it might shape outcomes.

Analysis

In this section we discuss the objectives of the key participants regarding the potential outcomes of their foreign policies. We assign Saudi Arabia three main foreign policy objectives: maintaining a strategic partnership with the United States, which is fundamental to its security; maximizing the economic and geopolitical benefits from being the most important oil producer in the world; and maximizing its global and regional political influence. These three dimensions are certainly not independent of each other; in particular, Saudi Arabia’s global and regional influence is partly due to its special relationship with the United States and its status as the most influential player in the oil market. Saudi Arabia is the only nation that currently has the power to raise or lower the price of oil single-handedly. However, Saudi Arabia also derives its influence in international and regional affairs from its position as the spiritual leader of the Arab world due to its important role as the guardian of Islam’s holiest religious sites and from its wealth, which is used to support its branch of Islamic teaching and practice in other countries.
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Despite the interdependence of the three main foreign policy objectives, for conceptual clarity, we find it useful to treat them as distinct.

Moreover, we will postulate that when these three objectives cannot be accommodated simultaneously, particularly when the first two objectives clash, national security takes precedence. In other words, Saudi Arabia prefers an outcome that protects its special relationship with the United States over alternative outcomes that would imply higher economic benefits or global and regional influence. We believe that this is a reasonable premise. Saudi Arabia’s policies in response to Iraq’s 1990 invasion of Kuwait are a prime example of this preference. Its recent summer increase in oil production and accumulation of emergency floating oil stocks outside the Strait of Hormuz in preparation of a tightening of economic sanctions against Iran’s oil industry is a more recent example.

Second, we postulate that Qatar has three foreign policy objectives: maintaining a strategic partnership with the United States, maximizing the economic benefits from being the major gas producer, and promoting its global and regional influence (in particular, in a manner that is independent of the regional power of Saudi Arabia). Like Saudi Arabia, Qatar’s regional influence is mainly a function of its special relationship with the United States and its role as the world’s leading producer of LNG. Qatar enjoys additional influence through a multi-directional foreign policy, for example, through the soft power of its government-supported and controlled satellite television network, Al Jazeera, and through actively engaging in regional diplomacy. As in the case of Saudi Arabia, we postulate that the geopolitical payoffs for Qatar from its
relationship with the United States eclipse its economic payoffs as well as its payoffs from having other tangible influence in global and regional affairs.17

For the purposes of this exercise, we concentrate on two main foreign policy objectives for Russia: reasserting its status as a major power in international politics, and deriving maximal economic benefits from being a major oil and gas producer.18 Moreover, we postulate that Russia values its major power status more than the economic benefits from the oil and gas markets when the two goals are at odds with each other. This postulate has been demonstrated in numerous ways, including by Russia’s willingness to sell oil or gas at discounted prices to allied neighboring countries, as well as by its wariness to increase export revenues by allowing stranded oil and gas in the Russian Far East to be developed for export via pipeline to China due to territorial, border related suspicions of Chinese intentions.19

We proceed by identifying outcomes that are stable (or in the core, i.e. the set of all feasible outcomes that cannot be improved upon by any coalition) versus those that are not. We will concentrate on outcomes that are immune to potential improvements by different coalitions of producers. We will say that a coalition improves upon an outcome if there is another feasible outcome that makes all members of the coalition strictly better off. We consider the interaction between three players: Russia, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. Consistent with our earlier discussion,

18. Russia also cares deeply about securing its borders and preventing separatism in its far-flung regions as well as about other international matters, but for the purposes of this study, we consider those objectives most relevant to the questions at hand.
we will assume that Russia is a producer in both energy markets, while Saudi Arabia is only an oil producer and Qatar only a gas producer. Given the respective roles of Russia, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia in the two markets, there are six plausible outcomes with respect to the relationships between the three countries in the two markets.

Using our assumptions about the countries’ preferences over foreign policy outcomes, we will first argue that certain outcomes are not plausible. First, we argue that coalitions involving Russia and Saudi Arabia cannot be stable since Saudi Arabia will be significantly better off both geopolitically and economically by acting unilaterally. Geopolitically, an alliance with Russia would presumably dilute Saudi Arabia’s special relationship with the United States and reduce its access to U.S. protection and military assistance, which will negatively affect its security vis-à-vis its regional rival, Iran. Damage to the U.S.-Saudi relationship might also weaken Riyadh’s international and regional influence. From an economic point of view, instead of single-handedly influencing oil prices, Saudi Arabia would have to share that power once it forms a coalition with Russia. Moreover, by having an oil cartel between Saudi Arabia and Russia, oil consuming countries would be even more motivated to diversify their energy usage away from oil and would likely seek out Qatar and other natural gas producers as a means of diversification. Taking both economic and geopolitical factors into consideration, it appears more plausible that Saudi Arabia would rather go it alone, regardless of whether Russia forms a cartel with Qatar in gas production or not.

---

20. This weakening of military and regional influence could be ameliorated if Saudi Arabia could make the coalition conditional on Russia’s cooperation on containing Iran’s access to military arms.
Second, we argue that a coalition between Qatar and Saudi Arabia cannot be stable. Constrained by Saudi Arabia in such a coalition, Qatar will be worse off in terms of deriving economic benefits and exercising international and regional influence. Economically, by emphasizing LNG exports, it has made its income stream largely separate and independent from Saudi Arabia. The shift in Qatar’s energy portfolio toward natural gas has allowed the tiny country to move to a commodity on which Saudi Arabia has a less dominating influence and that fits with Qatar’s desire to obtain greater independence from Saudi Arabia\textsuperscript{21} and “attain economic and security relationships that were outside direct Saudi control.”\textsuperscript{22} Qatar has also brought in American firms to develop its natural gas, hoping to strengthen its security relationship with the United States.\textsuperscript{23} The move to natural gas has paid off handsomely, as Qatar is now the largest exporter of LNG in the world and boasts the highest per capita gross domestic product in the world.

Qatar’s dominant role in the global LNG market gives it additional international stature. It would not want Saudi Arabia to be able to dictate its gas policies and thereby dilute the power and influence it gets from being the major supply alternative to Russia and serving as a major natural gas supplier to China, Japan, and South Korea. Additionally, because natural gas is a substitute for oil, Saudi Arabia would prefer to have less competition from natural gas. Thus, in an alliance with Qatar, Saudi Arabia would likely try to restrain Qatar’s ability to provide a competing fuel.

Finally, by being an independent gas supplier, Qatar becomes more important geopolitically and is able to strengthen its independent security relationship with the United States. Recognizing the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[23.] Ibid.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
importance of Qatar’s natural gas, the U.S. government since 1996 has provided more than $2 billion in loan guarantees via the Export-Import Bank to support various natural gas development projects in Qatar.\textsuperscript{24} Qatar maintains close strategic relations with the United States “as a balance to the influence of powerful neighbors in Saudi Arabia and Iran.”\textsuperscript{25} An alliance with Saudi Arabia would give the Saudis more sway in trying to limit Qatar’s independent foreign policy.

The outcome where the three countries are operating independently, is in fact the status quo. As we do not consider a gas coalition as likely, we investigate other plausible alternatives such as a future oil coalition that includes Russia and Saudi Arabia and an oil and gas price war. In the remainder of the paper, we analyze under what conditions changes in geopolitical and economic conditions might give rise to a change in the status quo.

\textbf{The Implications of the Democratization of the Middle East}

Our model’s prediction that the status quo alignment of interests in the energy markets is stable depends critically on the assumption that Saudi Arabia and Qatar view their alliances with the United States as central to their geopolitical interests. More specifically, in our model this assumption prevents the formation of a coalition between Russia and Saudi Arabia in the oil market, and between Russia and Qatar in the natural gas market. However, the “Arab awakening,” which continues to unfold, may bring significant changes to the domestic conditions

\textsuperscript{25} Ibid.
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in many of the countries in the region, including Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Such changes would, in turn, create new dynamics in regional relationships and could redefine the countries’ economic and security needs. These changes in domestic and regional conditions are likely to result in a decline in U.S. influence in the region, which would in turn reduce the geopolitical payoffs that Saudi Arabia and Qatar derive from their alliances with the United States. If this occurs, our model can no longer rule out the possibility of new stable coalitions involving Russia. We analyze the likelihood of such a scenario next.

The implications of democratization in the Middle East for U.S. influence in the region have already generated much discussion in the media. Such an argument can also find support in a prominent empirical finding in the body of international relations research, which is that democracies tend not to engage in conflict with each other. However, others have pointed out—in reference to Egypt, in particular—that there is no guarantee that a popularly elected government will be friendlier to the United States than its autocratic predecessor. Both sides of these arguments, however, miss a fundamental institutional difference between democracies and non-democracies: the support of a greater proportion of the population and a larger number of internal political coalitions is necessary for a government to stay in power in a democracy. We believe that this difference could lead to a decrease in U.S. influence in the region, including in issues related to energy policy.

The thrust of our argument is as follows. A government’s survival in a democracy depends on the support of a larger set of the population than is necessary for authoritarian regimes or monarchies. As some countries move quickly to democracy and others do not, even traditional monarchies will be forced to broaden political participation within their borders and widen the distribution of economic benefits and patronage. For instance, since February 2011, both Saudi Arabia and Qatar have revived suspended local elections. The Kingdom reintroduced municipal elections in 2011 in response to a number of small protests held around the Kingdom inspired by protest movements in Tunisia and Egypt. As Saudi and Qatari leaders take popular sentiments into account, it will become more difficult for governments to disregard the reactions of domestic audiences on important economic and security issues in order to satisfy the policy demands of the United States. Consequently, a close relationship with the United States may no longer be sustainable, or it might come at the cost of losing significant domestic support.\(^{29}\) Either way, the payoff from cooperating with the United States may decrease, making alternative policy choices more attractive. This may include cooperating with Russia to sell oil and gas at higher prices in order to meet domestic economic and political demands.\(^ {30}\) In what follows, we develop

---

29. Some regional commentators are already predicting this outcome. Writes former U.S. foreign policy advisor Aaron David Miller: “The gaps separating American values, interests, and policies could actually grow, and the space available to the United States to pursue its policies—from Iran to Gaza to the Arab-Israeli peace process—could contract. The growing influence of Arab popular opinion on the actions of Arab governments and the absence of strong leaders will make it much tougher for the United States to pursue its traditional policies. For America, the Arab Spring may well prove to be more an Arab Winter.” Aaron David Miller, “For America, an Arab Winter,” Wilson Quarterly (Summer 2011). Elham Fakhro and Emile Hokayem, in “Waking the Arabs,” Survival 52, no. 2 (April-May 2011), make a similar point about the Arab Spring itself: “Another consequence of the recent unrest is that governments, seeking to reflect more closely the views of their populations, will become less pliable regarding Western foreign-policy preferences. As Western and Middle Eastern values converge, their societies’ concept of interests may in fact grow farther apart.”

30. Khair El Din Haseeb notes, “Transformation of these regimes into democratic ones which incorporate the participation of their peoples in primary decision-making processes will preclude their national security from remaining at the mercy of the United States ... The Arab peoples will demand just prices for their vital oil and gas resources, commensurate with the price increases of various goods in the West. They will not permit their regimes to
this argument more rigorously, drawing on the theory of political survival proposed by Bueno de Mesquita et al. (1999, 2003).\(^{31}\)

Bueno de Mesquita et al. classify domestic political institutions by defining two key concepts: the winning coalition and the “selectorate.”\(^{32}\) The winning coalition is the subset of the population whose support is necessary for a leader to stay in power. The selectorate is the subset of the population from which the winning coalition is drawn. Democracies have the largest selectorates because they impose the fewest restrictions on who can participate in selecting leaders—usually only an age limit—often applying the majority rule to elections; they also have the largest winning coalitions. Leaders retain their power if their winning coalitions are satisfied with the benefits that the leaders provide for them. Bueno de Mesquita et al. assume that the benefits come in two forms: public goods and private goods. Public goods are enjoyed by all members of a society, while private goods can only be consumed by a member of a leader’s winning coalition. Given limited resources at a leader’s disposal, the leader must decide how to allocate the resources between these two types of goods to maximize his chance of staying in office. If the winning coalition is small, then it is optimal to provide private goods to keep the members of the winning coalition happy. However, if the winning coalition is large, as in a democracy, it is less efficient to divide limited resources among a large number of people, because the increase in the individual benefit can be negligible. Thus, the theory predicts that...


\(^{32}\) Ibid.
民主领导将更倾向于提供不随享用人数增加而减少利益的公共商品。

应用选民理论和赢得联盟的理论，我们认为领导可以采用以购买支持者的私人商品为目标的外交政策，或者以向全体公众提供公共商品为目标的外交政策。传统上，美国通过与政治精英的谈判来影响中东国家的外交政策。这种方法之所以有效，是因为这些国家是专制或君主制的，领导者的政治生存只依赖于让一小部分人口（即赢得的联盟）对政策感到满意。民主化意味着外交政策旨在满足一个显著扩大了的赢得联盟，使得通过外交政策向公众提供公共商品更有吸引力。提供更多的公共商品需要更高的石油收入，因此一个民主选举的政府将更加难以在保持低油价以换取美国的安全利益时保持施压，特别是如果安全利益也可以来自其他来源。

这种外交决策的主要因素的转变将发生在沙特阿拉伯以及，程度较小，卡塔尔变得更加民主时。33 即使这些国家仍然非民主，统治阶层对社会更大一部分的偏好更加敏感也会产生类似（但较小）的影响。沙特阿拉伯已经采取了一系列国内改革以回应当前的政治氛围。

33. 在卡塔尔，人口如此之小，私人利益如此之容易分配，我们甚至预期该国即使民主化也不会发生太大的变化。卡塔尔人的安全仍然是他们最关心的问题，而且美国的保护继续被视为实现该目标的中心。
Middle East. The Kingdom implemented a new round of municipal elections at the end of September 2011, with more than 5,000 male candidates on the ballot. According to the electoral commission, more than 1.2 million Saudi men registered to vote. The first phase of the elections was held in April 2011. Voters selected representatives to fill half the seats in the Kingdom’s 285 municipal councils, with the other half appointed by the government. Women were not allowed to participate in recent voting, although the king has decreed that women will be allowed to participate in the next elections, theoretically to be held in four years.

Besides prompting the Saudi government to reinstitute municipal elections, the tide of democratization across the region has made the Saudi government realize that handing out private economic goods just to the elite is no longer a sustainable practice in the Middle East. At the end of February 2011, King Abdullah announced a $36 billion package of state support measures, including the creation of a one-year unemployment benefit payment to jobless Saudis, admission of all Saudis studying abroad into a state scholarship system, codification of a 15 percent increase in government salaries, and increased availability of home loans. The government also reiterated that it would not eliminate an inflation allowance that had boosted salaries of state employees by 15 percent over the previous three years; the allowance became part of each employee’s permanent salary. A second Saudi tranche announced in March 2011 called for an additional $93 billion to be dedicated to social benefits. In a set of royal decrees, the Saudi government boosted welfare benefits, established a minimum wage of $800 a month for state employees, gave bonuses to public sector workers and students, and committed resources

34. The narrow elite who enjoyed private goods from the government of Tunisia are said to be an instrumental factor leading to the recent demise of former Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali.
for new housing. Some $67 billion alone was set aside for building 500,000 housing units and $4.3 billion was targeted for constructing more medical facilities.

In addition, King Abdullah called for the creation of 60,000 security jobs within the Interior Ministry and pledged more financial resources for the religious police. In July, as Western sanctions tightened against Iran, Saudi Arabia arrested key Shi’a dissidents in its oil-rich Eastern Province and doubled the number of national guard forces patrolling that region to ensure that Iran or other outside influences could not foment additional unrest in that predominantly Shi’a populated region.

The combined $130 billion of extra spending amounts to nearly 30 percent of Saudi Arabia's annual economic output. Such generous gestures will no doubt put strains on the Saudi government budget. Moreover, the living standards for average Saudis have declined in the past two decades, with poverty hitting over 13 percent of the population in 2010, from virtually none in the 1980s. Some analysts predict the Kingdom will have trouble maintaining higher spending on social services and military salaries in the coming years, with rising national budgets requiring crude oil prices of $88 a barrel in 2011 to balance expenditures with income, increasing to $110 a barrel to prevent budget deficits by 2015.

In the short run, the ability of the Saudi monarchy to hold onto the reins of power seems stable, as economic handouts, targeted repression, and the promise of reform have so far kept the vast

35. The poverty level in Saudi Arabia is set at an income of $1,015 per month., Nawaf Obaid, “There Will Be No Uprising in Saudi Arabia,” Foreign Policy, March 10, 2011.
36. The Institute of International Finance, an international banking trade group, predicted in its March 2011 report that, while the Saudi government needs to average $88 a barrel for its crude to balance the budget this year—up from $68 a barrel in 2010—Riyadh will begin facing budget deficits unless it can sell its oil for an average of $110 a barrel by 2015.
majority of Saudis off the streets. In the long run, however, as expectations of the population increasingly need to be met with broadly distributed benefits, higher oil prices will become a more important imperative for Saudi Arabia as it seeks popular support, making a Saudi-Russia coalition much more attractive than it has been in the past.

Moreover, the democratization of neighboring countries around Saudi Arabia and Qatar will likely change the regional dynamics, creating new security needs that may not be met by the countries’ strong relationships with the United States. As mentioned earlier, we believe that Saudi Arabia cares about being the spiritual leader of the Arab world as well as holding on to its market power in the oil market. The desire to be the religious leader is not merely of symbolic importance to Saudi Arabia; it translates to a political power that can hold sway over other monarchies and the Arab population at large. This power, thus, has security implications for Saudi Arabia's internal and external affairs. Such a status may be challenged if a nearby Arab state becomes democratic, because a democratically elected government may be less likely to make foreign policy concessions that are in the interest of Saudi Arabia and might also undermine its religious leadership. Moreover, any additional democratically elected Shiite governments beyond Iraq will rattle Saudi Arabia even further out of concern that the government would be under the influence of Iran. Saudi leaders are also concerned about the emergence of other radical Islamic regimes that might seek ties to Tehran. In such a scenario, even if Saudi Arabia has the ability to coerce the government to change policy by military means, such an action is likely to draw criticism from the United States, as indicated by the reactions of the United States to Saudi Arabia’s recent intervention in Bahrain. While a special security pact with the United States is critical for Saudi Arabia to counter external military
threats, particularly those from Iran, U.S. support for democracy building is becoming increasingly inconvenient, and potentially even threatening, to the Saudi monarchy as its citizens watch U.S. support for regime change in more and more regional countries.\textsuperscript{37} There is no similar democratization concern with respect to Russia.

An important question is whether Russia, if properly motivated, could be more effective than the United States in helping Saudi Arabia reduce the Iranian threat. Iran has its own ambition of becoming the religious leader of the Shiite world, and it desires to challenge Saudi Arabia’s dominance in the international oil market. Moreover, the nuclear weapon that Tehran is suspected of developing poses a grave threat to Saudi Arabia’s national security. While the United States has actively engaged the international community to inhibit Iran’s ability to attain nuclear weapons by organizing economic sanctions against Tehran, Russia has tacitly encouraged Iran’s policy by providing critical technical assistance to Iran’s nuclear program. In fact, Russia has found that its geopolitical power can be enhanced by maintaining a friendly relationship with Iran while the latter is faced with isolation in the international community. First, Russia’s military cooperation with Iran poses a threat to its major competing Middle East energy suppliers, namely Saudi Arabia and Qatar. By backing Iran militarily, Russia gains access to a regional proxy that can directly influence the security of Saudi Arabia and Qatar. This reality acts as a constraint on Saudi Arabia and Qatar by potentially raising the geopolitical and security costs to pursue energy policies hostile to Russian interests. Second, by providing technical assistance to keep Iran’s nuclear program alive (but not to the extent that Iran attains the ability

\textsuperscript{37} White House spokesman Jay Carney told reporters that we [the U.S.] believe that political dialogue is the way to address the unrest that has occurred in the region in Bahrain and in other countries, and not to, in any way, suppress it. David Sanger and Eric Schmitt, “U.S.-Saudi Tensions Intensify with Mideast Turmoil,” \textit{New York Times}, March 14, 2011.
to produce nuclear weapons in the near future), Russia essentially ensures that international economic sanctions on Iran continue so that Iran does not have opportunities to compete with Russia in the gas market, specifically in Europe. In other words, Iran’s nuclear program remains in part a function of Russian assistance, which serves Russia’s interest in the energy market.

In addition, the tensions between the United States and Iran over its nuclear program are of concern to international oil markets, buttressing oil prices and thereby enhancing Russian oil revenues. Consequently, Saudi Arabia has a clear incentive to woo Russia away from Iran. To achieve this kind of new realignment, Saudi Arabia has offered concessions on arms sales and cooperation in the oil market. According to a report in the Russian daily *Kommersant*, Saud Al-Faisal, Saudi Arabia’s foreign minister, made it clear during a trip he made to Moscow in February 2008 that the Kingdom would offer Russia lucrative arms contracts only in exchange for Moscow curtailing military cooperation with Iran.38 Under changing political trends resulting from the Arab Spring, it is conceivable that Saudi Arabia may seek Russia’s cooperation on the Iranian nuclear program by giving in to Russia’s push for shared power in the oil market. According to some estimates, new trends of oversupply in the international gas market and delays in Iranian gas export infrastructure development mean that Iran will not be a serious competitor to Russia in the gas market for at least 15 to 20 years.39 That means that Russia’s goal of blocking Iranian gas development has largely been achieved, leaving only other motivations in place. One such alternative motivation underpinning Russia’s military and nuclear assistance to Tehran is Iran’s ability to threaten Saudi Arabia and Qatar militarily and thereby force them to adjust their oil and gas policies. At OPEC gatherings in the late 2000s, Russian Prime Minister

Igor Sechin pressed Saudi representatives for higher oil prices by describing how such a Russian-Iranian military alliance was adverse to Saudi interests. Consequently, it would not be surprising if Russia would be more amenable to a deal with Saudi Arabia for a new coalition on oil prices in exchange for its cooperation in constraining Iran. Such a possibility may imply a significant increase in geopolitical payoffs for Saudi Arabia if it considers an alternative coalition with Russia at a time when the geopolitical payoffs for Saudi Arabia from the traditional oil-for-security arrangement with the United States may be declining. While a stronger coalition between Saudi Arabia and Russia may not be imminent, a scenario under which such a coalition may become more compelling in the future appears to be possible.40

In contrast to Saudi Arabia, the regional dynamics are not likely to change Qatar’s relationship with the United States significantly. Qatar is a small and wealthy country with limited foreign policy goals, the most important of which is to protect its security and interests against bigger regional powers, namely Iran and Saudi Arabia. Qatar now enjoys the highest per capita income in the world and with financial success has come international prestige, as indicated by hosting important events such as the World Cup. Therefore, its population is likely to be less concerned about higher gas revenues, especially given the difficulty of achieving that in a well-supplied global market. Thus, security issues loom large and, in this sense, a strong military alliance with the United States is not easily substitutable, except by a similar alliance with Russia. Given that there is a direct conflict of economic interests between Qatar and Russia over natural gas, it is

40. However, one must also consider that the US-Saudi security relationship is not based solely on the threat from Iran and that Russia itself has historically been viewed as a military threat to the Saudi Kingdom. U.S. assistance is also important for internal Saudi stability and for Saudi Arabia’s ability to combat militant groups in Yemen and elsewhere in the region.
difficult to envision that Qatar will switch its allegiance to Russia. We conclude that we are far more likely to observe a Russo-Saudi coalition in the oil market rather than a gas cartel.

How Would A Price War Change Outcomes?

Either Russia or Saudi Arabia can wage a price war in the oil market. As mentioned earlier, Saudi Arabia did this successfully in the mid-1980s and again in 1998 to knock out competitors and achieve geopolitical goals. During the 1986 oil price war, the Soviet Union’s response to the Saudi challenge was constrained by its limited financial resources and by a badly managed oil sector. Saudi Arabia at the time had more than 7 million barrels per day (b/d) of spare production capacity available to dump on oil markets virtually instantaneously, while the USSR would have had difficulties changing its oil production profile even over several years. Today, however, the situation is more equal. Saudi Arabia has less spare capacity immediately available (only about 1 to 2 million b/d) and it will be quite expensive for Saudi Arabia to bring on new oil fields. The Kingdom has spent $14 billion since 2005 trying to increase its oil production capacity from 10 million b/d to 12.5 million b/d. This has proved difficult and Saudi Arabia, whose capacity is now estimated at 11.5 million b/d, is still working on the giant Manifa field to meet its 12.5 million b/d immediate-term capacity target. Future investment in a new tranche of production capacity is likely to be even more expensive, given that the Kingdom will have to shift to areas that have more complex geology and require greater technological intervention.

Moreover, in light of new regional and internal challenges, Saudi Arabia is facing competing priorities with higher spending requirements on social services and defense. In an effort to respond to increased instability across the Middle East, King Abdullah ordered sweeping
spending increases of $67 billion in March 2011 for housing, job creation, and the military, on top of a $36 billion handout to citizens in February. The pressure for higher defense and social spending will make it harder for the government to justify a massive campaign to expand its oil sector. It will not be as easy for Saudi Arabia to mobilize a major price war at this time.\footnote{In fact, some analysts have called into question whether Saudi Arabia will continue to make the massive investments it will take for the Kingdom to carry enough spare productive capacity to make credible a threat of an oil price war. As Robert McNally and Michael Levi point out in their \textit{Foreign Affairs} piece, “A Crude Predicament”: “With U.S.-Saudi ties having frayed over the last decade, Riyadh’s motivation to continue contributing to its security partnership with the United States by maintaining spare crude capacity has diminished … today, Riyadh is less certain about the strength of its alliance with Washington and may thus be less willing to incur the costs and risks involved in contributing to the U.S.-Saudi partnerships in these ways (flooding the oil market).” See Robert McNally and Michael Levi, “A Crude Predicament: The Era of Volatile Oil Prices,” \textit{Foreign Affairs}, July/August 2011, 100.}

However, it would be premature to draw the conclusion that Saudi Arabia will no longer be willing to wage a price war. Its interest in carrying the spare capacity to wage a credible price war goes beyond its security relationship with the United States. Saudi Arabia gains international clout from its ability to guard the global economy by raising oil output and lowering oil prices. Moreover, Riyadh’s ability to threaten other oil producers that it could flood the oil market is a critical aspect buttressing its leadership role inside OPEC and gives the country regional clout as well. Indeed, among the best levers Saudi Arabia has to influence regional politics is its ability to dramatically lower the price of oil. Saudi Arabia has flooded the oil market for geopolitical reasons in the past, and could arguably do so again. For example, Saudi Arabia has made it clear that it aims to draw the line against Iranian expansionism.\footnote{Michael Slackman and Ethan Bronner, “Saudis, Fearful of Iran, Send Troops to Bahrain to Quell Protests,” \textit{New York Times}, March 15, 2011.} Iran is dependent on oil revenues for more than 65 percent of its government revenue. In contrast, the Kingdom is in a position to withstand a period of low oil prices. Thus, Saudi Arabia’s ability to wage a price war is a major tool it can use to diminish Iranian power in the region and weaken Iran’s position as a regional
military and political rival to the Kingdom. The ability to wage an oil price war also helps the
Kingdom to guard against other producers with large oil reserves, such as Iraq, from taking over
its oil market share. In fact, Iraq has expressed the ambition to reach 10 to 12 million b/d of
production by 2017. This level is commensurate with Saudi Arabia’s capacity. Rising Iraqi
output could alter the balance of political power within OPEC and challenge Saudi Arabia’s
current leadership. Iraqi oil reserves are considered very low-cost to develop and are competitive
with those of Saudi Arabia. In summary, while the costs of maintaining enough spare capacity to
wage a price war have risen for Saudi Arabia, there are still many geopolitical incentives for the
Kingdom to maintain this capability. This includes contributing to its security by weakening Iran
and by remaining important to the United States, which would then be more apt to provide
security guarantees in exchange for the free flow of oil.43

We now turn our attention to Russia. Its incentives regarding an oil price war have also changed
since the 1980s. In the 1980s, the USSR state-controlled sector would have had difficulty
responding to a price war with higher investment and rising output. The USSR had severe
financial problems and its aged oil sector was failing badly. In contrast, Russia now has a
relatively reformed and modernized oil sector that could tap private investment if Moscow
provides attractive tax incentives. In 2010, Russia made adjustments to its tax regime to ensure
its oil production stayed above 10 million b/d. Analysts believe that a more positive tax
environment, including exemptions from export duties, will allow Russia to mobilize new
investments quickly, allowing it to raise its production capacity by several million barrels a day.
One problem with this strategy is that the Russian government relies heavily on oil royalties and

43. If Riyadh remains a monarchy and its neighbors become democracies, its role will remain important, as
increased production might be less likely for its democratic neighbors than for a monarchy.
export taxes to cover its federal budget. Lowering such taxes would be problematic for Moscow if oil revenues were also falling due to declining international oil prices resulting from a price war. It is worth mentioning, however, that Moscow has tended to favor geopolitical benefits over economic costs. Recent deals between state-run oil conglomerate Rosneft and international major oil companies, a reversal of past policies designed to renationalize and push the very same companies out of Russia, indicate that Russia has an interest in expanding its output, even at the cost of sharing profits with Western firms.44

Finally, we cannot rule out the possibility of Russia waging an oil and gas price war against both Saudi Arabia and Qatar. If both oil prices and natural gas prices go down at the same time, Russia does not have to worry as much about losing its oil share for its lower-valued product—natural gas. Though Russia’s overall earnings will slide, a price war in both commodities would imply that structural changes that lead to natural gas permanently taking market share from oil would be less likely to take place. At the same time, more voluminous, cheap oil and gas exports from Russia might help Moscow reinstate itself geopolitically in Europe, and to a lesser extent in the United States, as its cheap energy might prove irresistible despite Russia’s threat of the "energy weapon" in recent international discourse. The EU might try to impose a principled cap on how much energy it will buy from Russia, but the argument will definitely be made that Moscow can be counted on to establish friendlier relations, since so much Russian capital would be on the line, given the new production potential. Such a strategy might be even more convincing if Russia were to achieve higher oil and gas production by allowing foreign direct investment by European and American oil companies, as its recent overtures—first to BP and

then to Chevron and ExxonMobil—seem to imply. Utilizing this strategy, Russia might inject itself between Saudi Arabia and the United States at a time when U.S.-Saudi tension is rising over democratization in the Middle East. Russia would also have the benefit of establishing higher market share, which would eventually re-establish, and even expand, its geopolitical importance as a major energy supplier to the West. This strategy could be a geopolitical win-win for Russia if it leads to extra market share, renders the United States and Europe more dependent on its energy supplies, and forces Saudi Arabia to consider a larger energy coalition with Moscow at the helm.

**Implications for the United States**

Discussion here of what all of this means for the US policy

Discussion should cover:

Is it now too dangerous for the US to ask Saudi Arabia to make an oil price war (or to lower oil prices) for geopolitical reasons (ie against Russia or against Iran)?

Ie would a price war destabilize Saudi and what if Russia could win a price war, is that a problem for US interests?

What should the US be doing to prevent a coalition between the US and Russia? What are the negative implications of such an alliance beyond higher oil prices?

What would greater Russian influence in the Middle East mean in today’s world? Is that a problem beyond oil policy? Blocking US power projection?

If the Russians could get the Iranians to be less of a threat to Saudi, is that better for the US than if they don’t? Oil prices will be high in either case but is the lower chances of a war with an unexpected cutoff better? Is it better to have a cartel where we know how to combat that than to worry about Iran attacking Saudi oil facilities or fomenting unrest inside Saudi Arabia?
How does a Saudi-Russia détente impact other US alliances in the region? Israel, Qatar, Kuwait would still be our allies… Egypt doesn’t listen to Saudis anyway. Iran and Saudis meddle in Iraq. But a Saudi-Russian détente means the US loses the ability to weaken Russia by getting its allies to dump the price of oil. This weakens the US relatively speaking geopolitically.

Shall we discuss?